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ABSTRACT 

In this paper is investigated a typical pursuit course wherein a missile is guided in order that the angle made 

by the missile velocity vector with the line of sight from the missile to the target is always twice the angle between the 

target velocity and the latter. For the sake of simplicity, the motion considered here is two-dimensional. Both the missile 

and the target move with constant velocities. For this typical pursuit, case is determined the pursuit trajectory, ie, an 

equation of path of  the missile relative to the target and also the time of flight defined by the total elapsed- a time of the 

missile from launch to impact. Three numerical examples have been worked out. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Various methods of missile guidance lead to various trajectories. Arther S.Locke1 analyzed pure pursuit 

course, deviated pursuit course, etc, which are principally applicable to homing devices for the surface-to-air 

problem. The trajectory inclination is defined as the angle between the target velocity vector and the line of sight 

of the missile to the target whereas the lead angle is defined by the angle made by the missile velocity vector with 

the latter. In this typical- pursuit problem is considered such a guidance for the missile that the trajectory 

inclination is twice the lead angle at al time instants. 

In general, a pursuit course wherein the trajectory inclination ∅ is proportional to the lead angle�, 

ie, ∅ = ��, n being a constant, can be developed, but in that course, the relevant equations cannot be solved 

analytically in closed form for both trajectory and time of flight. But in this paper, where n=2, ie, the trajectory 

inclination is twice the lead angle, is dealt with, is amenable to closed-form solution only for the trajectory but not 

for the time of flight. Nevertheless, with tolerance error, the time of flight can be evaluated in closed form if the 

initial trajectory inclination∅� . is so small that �	�∅�=∅� . 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THEIR SOLUTIONS 

In order to derive the equations of motion for such a typical pursuit course, the following assumptions are 

made by Arther S.Locke1 are retained: 

(a) The target moves in a non-maneuvering straight line.(b)Both missile and target speeds are constant. 

(b) A two- dimensional coordinate system1 is set up in a plane containing the missile and target velocity 
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vectors. 

r=Instantaneous distance MT between the missile M and the target T. 

 ∅ = angle between the target velocity vector and the line of sight 

(trajectory inclination)  

In the light of the above, lead angle=� = ∅/2 and the equations of motion of the missile relative to the target can 

be obtained as 

��=  !"#�∅ −  % cos
∅
&                                r∅�  =  −  ! �	�∅ +  %sin

∅
&                          (1) 

(ℎ*�*    % and  ! +*note the missile and target speeds and the dot sign the  

+*�	./0	.* with respect to the time t. Eliminating the independent variable between the equations  in (1) and taking p=
12
13

 

we get with Figure1: 

45
5  =−cot ∅

& +∅ + 4∅
678∅
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                                                                                                                                   (2) 

To evaluate the second integral in R.H.S.let us put  cos
∅
& = @ > >

& and separating by parts we have 
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Solution to  differential equation(2) gives 

r=C(�	� ∅
K)

9(MNO)
9NM  C"#� ∅

KD
N9(MPO)

9PM C2cos ∅
& − pD

NQ
QNM9

          p<2                        (3) 

where C is a constant to be evaluated from the initial conditions: at 

t=0,   ∅ = ∅� ,       r=r� ,                                   (4) 

C = r�(�	� ∅T 
K )
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K D
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Q
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                   (5) 

 2cos ∅T 
K > U 

Taking  2cos ∅ 
K = 2x < U  , solution to equation (2) becomes   

r=C′ (�	� ∅
K)

9(MNO)
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KD
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9PM Cp − 2cos ∅
&D

NQ
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                                                                                                   (6) 

and because of the same initial conditions (4) constant  X ′ 	�    

C′ = r�(�	� ∅T 
K )
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9NM  C"#� ∅T 

K D
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& D

Q
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                             (7) 

where p > 2cos ∅T 
&   and for outgoing / incoming target ,0<∅ < ∅� . 
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because of the initial conditions (4) and the turning rate of the missile is 

∅�  = tu
v5Tw(jT) ("#� ∅

K)x/&(�	� ∅
K)HH/Ke

Npqrsp9∅
Q

Q                                         (14) 

It is observed that as ∅ → 0,r→ ∞ and r≠ 0 i#� /�y ./z{* #i ∅ < ∅� and hence  there is no possibility of 

hitting the target by the missile when p=2. The turning rate ∅� → 0, ie, as ∅ → 0, ie, there occurs a low turning rate.  In 

the second case  where p=1, ie, the velocity of the missile equals that of the target, equation(2) reduces to a trivial form 

because of trigonometrical simplifications: 

45
5  =tan k∅

K +∅                                                                                                                                                           (15) 

whose solution because of the initial conditions(4) gives 

r=��("#� k∅T
K )K/k(�*" k∅

K )K/k                                                                    (16) 

Now r≠ 0 for any value of ∅ and as ∅ → &π
k , r→ ∞ and as a result the missile cannot hit the target when p=1. 

However, the turning rate of the missile is 

∅�  =2 !(�*" k∅T
K )

Q
d("#� k∅

K )
}
d(�	� ∅

K)/r�                                            (17)  

so that the turning rate ∅� = 0  /0 ∅ = 0 /�+  ∅ = &π
k  . 

Numerical Example 1 

 Let us take p=
K
k ,  ∅� = π

~   so that  sin ∅T
K ≅ ∅T

K  and   cos ∅T
K  ≅ 1. �ℎ*� 1 < U < 2"#� ∅T

&   so that in view of equation 

(8) and with reasonable approximation the required time T of flight, ie, the time to hit the target can be determined  when   

r� =600000ft, V� = 6000 ft/second : 

T = &jTw(jT)
tu

B Fθ
&=Q

d

∅T
Q

�  =  &×~�����
~���×~� C π&KD

=H
( π&K) k

&  =5minutes(approx) 

Numerical Example 2 

If p=
k
& , ∅� = π

~    and the other parameters remain the same as above, the time of flight with sufficient accuracy is 

approximately 

T=
&jTw(jT)

tu
B θFθ

&=d
9 

= &jT
tu

π

9Q
� C π&KD

&
C π&KD

=&
=3 minutes and 20 seconds. 

Numerical Example 3 

If we take p=7/4 instead of p=
k
&   in example2, the time of flight with sufficient accuracy can be computed as 

T=
&jTw(jT)

tu
B θ

�Fθ
&=}

Q 
=

π

9Q
� 2minutes and 13 seconds. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The problem tackled in the paper can be treated as a mathematical exercise rather than a technical note for its own 

sake. It is quite interesting to find that the missile is able to strike the target only if 1<p<2cos ∅T 
K   (ℎ*�* U 	� 0ℎ* �/0	# of 

the missile velocity to the target velocity and ∅� is  the initial inclination of the missile velocity vector with the target 

velocity vector. However, the question of considering p=2cos ∅T 
K  does not arise, as it is in contradiction to our pursuit 

problem because of the fact that it does not yield initially any turning of the missile. 
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